
Topic: SIDA meeting
Meeting Date: 24 Jan 2015
Meeting Time: 2pm to 6pm

Attendance: Jason,David,George,Kim,Zimson,Tan,,,,,,,,,
Absence with apology: Tony

Item Speaker Content ….. {Meeting Tweeter Ver 2.7 (U001R02)  }
001 System  Meeting Started
002 Jason I will start the meeting with an update for everyone. Our SIDA official address have been 

change to TEST MAX MANUFACTURING PTE LTD, 65A JALAN TENTERAM #07-02/03, ST. 
MICHAEL'S INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SINGAPORE 328958. The cost for this address change paid 
to the registry of societies is S$40. I have paid this cost personally using my a credit card. 
Since our treasure Tony is not present, I will get the reimbursement from him in the next 

003 George Then we should put this cost into the 2015 account.
004 Jason ok.
005 Jason Next agenda item is SIDA Calendar. I have created a SIDA calendar the include all the 

Singapore holiday plus the lunar calendar. It has been uploaded into our SIDA website at 
www.sida.org.sg/Cal. You can download it in jpeg format into your smartphone. You can also 
download a one page pdf file to be printed on a A4 size paper.

006 Jason The purpose of this calendar is an advertisement to create public awareness.
007 Kim I suggest to create a smartphone apps of this calendar, then you can also earn advertisement 

revenue.
008 Jason Point taken.
009 Tan If you like, we can incorporate next year (2016) calendar for SIDA and Testmax. I can 

distribute it to my customers to create awareness.
010 Jason Ok, worth considering.
011 George I think there is something wrong with the sida logo, the color of the center dot should be red, 

not blue.
012 Jason Ok, let me check.
013 Jason Next is Brain Stretching#6 (Discussion).
014 Jason I will present the SIDA Annual Report 2014. (Presentation)
015 Jason George and David, I'll need your comment for President and Vice President.
016 George Ok I'll work on it.
017 Jason OK.
018 Jason I'll email you a copy and let me know what else to add.
019 George Regarding the SI-AP Project Hanger. It looks obvious that no more action can be done, can 

we change its status from "On Hold" to "Aborted" ?
020 Jason The last time I asked Tony on this project, he still want to put it as "On Hold". Even though he 

does not seem to want to proceed further with this invention.
021 George We cannot keep leaving the status as "On Hold" if it has not prospect of moving forward. Can 

our committee make a decision to close the project ?
022 Jason Have not discuss this option before, I believed it can be done. I'll bring it out in the next 

meeting, hopefully Tony can be present then and we can discuss.
023 Jason The next item is Project NATIONAL.
024 Jason All of the co-inventors may already know, the patent search result has shown that Microsoft 

has already patented the same invention of this project. Therefore, we can no a longer 
proceed with the patent application of this invention. I propose to abort this project. Is this 
ok with all Co-inventors ?

025 Tan Ok.
026 George Ok.
027 Kim Ok.
028 Jason Project NATIONAL is now officially declared aborted.

Note: This is an approved copy. This copy will be circulated to all related SIDA members. If there is any modification 
or addition, please inform the administrator (Jason) before 2 Feb 2015. This meeting tweeter log will be published in 
SIDA website from 2 Feb 2015 onward.
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029 Jason Here is a news article on Singapore SEA game. In the coming SEA game, spectators will also 

be involved by wearing a special medallion to collectively form a giant LED video screen as 
part of the show's interactive element.

030 Jason George, it may not be feasible to lias between SG50 and the Microsoft patent.
031 George Yes, no need to do that.
032 Tan I like to make a comment on this project. Even though we was not able to patent the 

invention, we did not fail. We have accomplished a good level of discussion and experience. 
Going forward, the experience from this project will be very useful in our future SI-AP 
projects.

033 Kim Agreed.
034 Jason Next, I would like to do a revision on SIDA Patent Assistant Guideline Version 3.1 to 3.2.
035 Jason Change to version 3.2 is to replace all wording on contribution to donation. Also note #8 will 

be added to explicitly state that the donation is voluntary and non binding.
036 Jason The reason for these changes is to avoid the impression that SIDA has the power to compel 

members to contribute to SIDA fund.
037 George I think we need to re-phase the wording.
038 zimson Change #8 to "patent assistant donation ....."
039 zimson  Delete #8 "patent assistant can choose..."
040 George Agreed.
041 George Also please include a summary of the changes in version 3.2
042 Jason Ok, I will update version 3.2 in SIDA website with a summary of the changes.
043 Jason Next, I will do a proposal for "Friends of SIDA" Version 1.0 (presentation).
044 Jason The purpose of "Friends of SIDA" is to establish a network with companies in Singapore to 

help SIDA members with the licensing of their inventions. This will help create a good track 
record that SIDA has a system that had helped its members.

045 Zimson Should not be limited to Singapore companies. Can include Indonesia companies.
046 Jason Point taken.
047 George While focusing on creating a good track record for SIDA, we should at the same time try to 

get new members. Jason, please brief us on the current process involved for attracting new 
members.

048 Jason Usually potential new members come to SIDA website after doing a internet search. They 
will contact us through our website. I will invite them to our next SIDA meeting.

049 George How about meeting then outside before the next SIDA meeting and try to convince them to 
join SIDA on a one to one basis.

050 Jason I cannot commit the time to do this.
051 George You can direct it to my email and I can arrange for one to one talk.
052  Jason ok great, I will redirect any new member inquiry and redirect to george so that he can 

arrange for a one to one talk.
053 Zimson Should include the objective of "Friends of SIDA".
054  Jason Ok. Are there any more concern on "Friend of SIDA" proposal ?
055 All No
056 Jason I now declared thatthis proposal is approved in sida meeting. I will update this in SIDA 

website with the objectives.
057 George  Please take note that change of signature (2014 commi ee) for dbs bank is approved.
058 Jason Next item is Project LAPTOP. This involved my invention.
059 Jason I have already obtain the "Patent pending" status. For the next step, I will need to use SIDA 

name to talk to companies in Singapore who may be interested in the licensing. So I would 
like the committee to come to an agreement.

060 George Jason, as you are using SIDA name to approach companies, SIDA request that you ensure 
that the invention and presentation is up to a certain standard

061 Jason Understand and valid concern. I can present to SIDA committee first before meeting 
potential licensee. Is that good enough ?
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062 George Ok. You should provide data to prove that your invention is able to stand up to whatever you 

claim e.g. extent of effectiveness and extent of efficiency in order to convince potential 
licensee

063 Jason Yes, I already have some prototype and will be doing some temperature measurement 
064 Tan If you need equipment to measure temperature, I can help you.
065 Jason Thanks to Tan.
066 Jason Project AVIATION
067 Jason I have uploaded the presentation slide (version 1.0 to 4.0) for this project into SIDA website. 

You can go to our website to take a look.
068 Jason If there is no more issues, I declared the end of this meeting.
069 System Meeting Ended
070
071
072
073
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